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The Tohoku Shinkansen started commercial operation at 
320 km/h between Utsunomiya and Morioka in 2013.  JR East is 
proceeding with technical studies for further speed increases, but 
environmental concerns including noise, vibration, and pressure 
fluctuation along the line remain as major issues.

For the environmental concerns of noise along railway 
lines, Japan’s Environmental Agency (now Ministry of the 
Environment) set down in its 1975 “Environmental Quality 
Standards for Shinkansen Superexpress Railway Noise” 
announcement environmental standards of 70 dB for residential 
areas and 75 dB for commercial and industrial areas.  Those 
were some of the strictest in the world.  Shinkansen noise is 
largely classified into rolling noise caused by the contact between  
wheels and rails and aerodynamic noise caused by air turbulence 
around a passing train.  Of those, aerodynamic noise is one of 
the biggest obstacles for speed increase due to its characteristic of 
increasing in proportion to the sixth to eighth power of the train 
running speed.1)

We have thus been working on technical development 
regarding aerodynamic noise based on field tests, wind tunnel 
tests, numerical simulation, and the like.  This article will cover 
analysis results of aerodynamic noise through aerodynamic 
noise simulation2) 3) on the gaps between cars and the whole 
pantograph—typical aerodynamic Shinkansen noise sources—
using the Earth Simulator, a supercomputer with high 
computation capacity to allow large-scale numerical simulation.

Numerical Simulation Method2
2.1 Numerical Simulation of Aerodynamic Noise
What makes the aerodynamic noise problem difficult is the fact 
that 1) identification of noise sources is difficult, and 2) the 
mechanism of noise generation is complex.  Concerning 1), 
identification of noise sources, recent development of acoustic 
measuring devices and progress in analysis technology has made 

Introduction1 experimental noise source identification highly accurate.  For 2), 
on the other hand, multifaceted phenomenon analysis is needed, 
and that often is not fully achieved by experimental R&D alone.  
In this context, numerical simulation is quite effective because it 
can make detailed phenomenon analysis that cannot be gained 
in experiments alone.

With the overall noise reduction for individual noise sources, 
recent Shinkansen rolling stock shows the tendency for multiple 
aerodynamic sources of similar intensity to be distributed  
along the train instead of having outstanding local sources 
(Fig. 1).4)  In further reducing aerodynamic noise, it would be 
important not only to test noise reduction measures by trial and 
error, but also to come up with noise reduction approaches based 
on clarifying the generation mechanism for each noise source.

In light of this situation, we conducted R&D with an aim 
of clarifying the mechanism of aerodynamic noise generation 
and establishing a shape development method based on that 
mechanism.  First, we carried out basic studies on Shinkansen 
car gaps that are of relatively simple shape.  Then, we took on the 
task of simulating the whole pantograph of complex shape so as 
to clarify the mechanism of aerodynamic noise generation.

2.2 Choice of the Simulation Method
There are two main methods for numerical simulation of 
aerodynamic noise caused by air turbulence.  One is a method 
based on direct numerical simulation (DNS) that directly and 
numerically solves the governing equation of fluids, and the other 
is a decoupled solution that solves air flow calculation and sound 
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Fig. 1  Measurement Results of Noise Source Distribution for 
FASTECH360S Running at 340 km/h (only part of leading car shown)
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Numerical Simulation of Noise from 
Gaps Between Cars3

3.1 Computational Grid
As the gaps between cars can be seen as having almost the same 
shape along the car body surface, it will probably be sufficient 
for phenomenon analysis to make calculations of some elements 
of those gaps, instead of making calculations of the entire gaps.  
Thus, this numerical simulation was done as an element analysis of  
a part of a gap between cars as shown in Fig. 2.  The characteristic 
length is the gap length L, and the analysis area of the numerical 
calculation is a 10L width both upstream and downstream to 
mitigate the effect of nonphysical pressure waves reflected at the 
border of the calculation area.  The actual gap length between 
Shinkansen cars is L = 500 mm.  We set the boundary condition 
of the car body surface as having no slipping, the inflow condition 
as constant flow rate, and the outflow condition as a free outflow 
boundary.  For the vicinity of the car body surface, a flow rate 
distribution of 0.2L thick laminar flow boundary was set.

3.2 Mechanism of Gap Noise Generation 
First, we conducted large-scale numerical simulation on the 
relatively simple element shapes of a gap to figure out the 
mechanism of gap noise generation. 

The left side of Fig. 3 is the numerical simulation results of 
the pressure fluctuation distribution.  The figure shows that local 
intense pressure fluctuation is observed at the edge of the right-
angled shape.  Curle’s formula indicates that, with Shinkansen 
cars where the assumption of a low Mach number is valid, the 
surface pressure fluctuation can be considered as the intensity 
of aerodynamic noise, and therefore, the numerical simulation 
results demonstrate that the right-angled edge is the largest noise 
source.  Thus, we focused on the downstream right angle in the 
right side of Fig. 3 and looked in detail at the vortex structure of 
the flow that could be an aerodynamic noise source.  As a result, 
we found the process whereby vortices that were moved from 
the upstream right angle between cars impacted the downstream 

calculation separately.  Acoustic waves are essentially microscopic 
fluctuation of air density (pressure fluctuation), and DNS is a 
method of strict numerical analysis including such pressure 
fluctuation.  Therefore, even though the volume of calculation 
becomes huge compared to with the decoupled solution, this 
method is appropriate to analyzing the phenomenon where 
generated acoustic waves affect air flow and that air flow feeds 
back to sound.  In the decoupled solution, on the other hand, 
flow field calculation results are applied to the aerodynamic sound 
analysis method to figure out the aerodynamic noise, provided 
that the generated acoustic wave would not affect the air  
flow.  Typical examples of such aerodynamic sound analysis 
methods include the Lighthill equation5), Curle’s formula6), 
and Powell/Howe’s vortex sound theory7) 8).  In this method, 
calculation costs can be kept down compared to with the DNS 
method.

In the large-scale numerical simulation of gaps between 
Shinkansen cars and the whole pantograph with complex shape 
in this research, we placed importance on securing a wider 
calculation area and sufficient grid points near the object.  We 
thus decided to apply to aerodynamic sound calculation the 
decoupled method with smaller calculation load.

2.3 Analysis Method
We conducted the calculation of nonstationary flow by 
uncompressed Large Eddy Simulation (LES) using FrontFlow/
blue fluid analysis software developed at the Institute of Industrial 
Science at the University of Tokyo for the numerical simulation 
code.  LES is a turbulence model often used for nonstationary 
flow.  It handles without modification vortices larger than the 
computational grid, and it handles vortices of sub-grid scale—
vortices smaller than the minimum grid width—with modeling 
by artificial viscosity.  We used the Dynamic Smagorinsky Model 
as the sub-grid scale model, the Crank-Nicolson method as the 
solver of the equation of motion, and the Fractional Step method 
as the solver of the pressure equation, and we performed second-
order accurate discretization for both time and space.

2.4 Analyzed Items
Past wayside noise source investigation, wind tunnel tests, 
numerical simulation, and other research verified that Shinkansen 
noise sources are mainly located at the train head, pantographs, 
gaps between cars, and bogies.  Of those, the gaps between 
cars have been recently covered with circumference smooth 
diaphragms; however, noise reduction approaches other than 
using those diaphragms are still demanded from the perspective 
of cost, durability, and maintainability when decoupling cars.  In 
light of that, we investigated the mechanism of broadband noise 
generation between cars as the basic research.  We also conducted 
a large-scale numerical simulation of the whole pantograph, a 
typical Shinkansen aerodynamic noise source to identify the 
detailed location of noise sources and compare different shapes 
of pantographs.
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Fig. 2  Computational Grid for Gaps Between Cars
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right angle and then moved further downstream while being 
transformed and split up.  The cause of broadband gap noise is 
presumed to be the transformation, splitting, and movement of 
vortices around the downstream right-angled edge.  Accordingly, 
modifying the downstream edge shape to minimize such impact 
and splitting of vortices could be an approach of minimizing 
aerodynamic gap noise.

3.3 Aerodynamic Gap Noise Reduction
As seen in section 3.2, we assume that the shape that reduces 
impact and splitting of the vortices at the right-angled edge in the 
gaps between cars will reduce aerodynamic noise.  The simplest 
shape that meets such conditions is an arc.  Thus, we amended 
the computational grid with the condition of a rounded gap edge 
to compare with the right-angled edge.  The size of the arced edge 
R is set as 200 mm radius, when converted to the equivalent 
of an actual car, to allow comparison with the wind tunnel test 
results.  The left side of Fig. 4 is the surface pressure fluctuation 
with the rounded edge.  The RMS maximum value of surface 
pressure fluctuation is 6%, smaller than that of the right-angled 
edge.  The vortex structure in right side of Fig. 4 also shows that 
the vortices are not easily interrupted when compared with the 
case of the right-angled edge (right side of Fig. 3); instead, they 
flow along the arc.

Fig. 5 is the noise frequency spectrum calculated based on 
the surface pressure fluctuation.  With the arced edge, the sound 
pressure level was reduced by around 10 dB, while intense 
aerodynamic noise was generated at 1 kHz or greater frequency 
with the right-angled edge.  That verifies the rounded gap edge 
being effective in gap noise reduction.

This concludes our summary of basic studies using numerical 
simulation on the simple element shape of the gap between cars.  
The results confirmed a development method that would be effective 
in noise reduction.  In that method, the shape is changed based on 
analysis of the mechanism of aerodynamic noise generation.

Numerical Simulation of Pantograph 
Noise4

As previously noted, noise reduction based on the mechanism 
of aerodynamic noise generation has been found to be effective.  
Therefore, we next conducted a large-scale numerical simulation 
using the computational performance of the Earth Simulator for 
the whole pantograph, which is usually composed of complex 
parts and components, to identify  noise source locations in 
detail and estimate the mechanism of noise generation.

For the simulation, we used three types of pantographs: a 
PS207 pantograph used for the current operating rolling stock 
(series E2-1000), a PS9037 low-noise pantograph installed on 
the test train (angled arm), and a PS9038 pantograph (single-arm 
type).  For analyzing, we applied a tetra mesh that is composed 
of tetrahedron grid elements, setting the grid size of the surface 
vicinity as approx. 2 mm.  Fig. 6 shows the analyzing model.

Fig. 7 shows the flow distribution and the surface pressure 
fluctuation distribution of the PS207 pantograph.  The analysis 
results clarified that the ranges with large turbulence were located 
around the pantograph head, around the intermediate hinge 
cover, on the base of the arm, and behind the windproof cover, 
functioning as the sources of intense noise.  Concerning those noise 
sources, the interaction between the flows around the pantograph 
head and around the top hinge cover and the interaction between 
the flows around the intermediate hinge cover and along the 
arm cause aerodynamic noise.  It will thus be important to 
study a product shape that can reduce such interaction between 
aerodynamic flows.

Fig. 8 is a comparison of surface pressure fluctuation 
distribution per pantograph type.  On the PS207 pantograph, a 
part with large pressure fluctuation exists behind the windproof 
cover; however, on the PS9037 and PS9038 pantographs, that 
fluctuation is eased due to the changed shape of the windproof 
cover.  On the single-arm PS9038 pantograph, we could confirm 
that the noise source around the arm was eliminated.
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Fig. 4  Calculation Results for Rounded Edge

Fig. 5  Noise Frequency Spectrum per Element Shape
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Fig. 3  Calculation Results for Right-angled Edge
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Conclusion5
In this research, we clarified the mechanism of aerodynamic noise 
generation by numerical simulation for elements of gaps having 
relatively simple shape.   We also confirmed the effectiveness 
of the development method whereby shape is changed based 
on analysis of that mechanism.  Next, we conducted a large-
scale numerical simulation of the whole pantograph with more 
complex shape.  The results revealed that a part of pantograph 
noise is caused by the interaction between the flows around the 
intermediate hinge cover and along the arm and the interaction 
between the flows around the pantograph head and around the 
top hinge cover.

We conducted focused R&D on the aerodynamic noise 
issue, but further breakthroughs are assumed to be needed for 
increasing Shinkansen speed.  We will thus continue go forward 
with detailed analysis of the mechanism of noise generation 
for pantographs and other major aerodynamic noise sources 
of the Shinkansen for optimization of those shapes, aiming to 
contribute to noise reduction of Shinkansen rolling stock.
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